We regard it our sacred obligation to commemorate
in the Memorial Book of the destroyed Jewish Community
in Częstochowa the memory of our parents:
Reb Dawid z’’l,
and Mrs Chana‐Ester [née Waum] Judkiewicz z’’l;

he was nicknamed “Der Schwarzer [The Black] Duwid,” and
was a great Torah studier (the son‐in‐law of Reb Juda‐Mojsze
Soifer [scribe] of Mstów). From his apartment (on Old Market
number 9), the sound of the great studious and God‐fearing
man’s Torah study always issued forth.
With the greatest reverence we mention their good deeds!
Daughter Sura Jacheta,
son‐in‐law Abram Fiszer (shoichet) and their grandchildren
Buenos Aires

In the Memorial Book of the Częstochowa
Jews, may they be immortalised
my father Zvi Jakow Kopel z’’l,
who died on 22nd Menachem‐Av 5688
th
[8 August 1928],
my mother Sara Rywka,
my brother Chaim‐Chaskel, his wife Chawa,
[and] their children
Rachel, Rajzla, Chaja, Dawid, Jetla, and Wolf;
my brother Icze, his wife Rachel,
and their little son Kopel;

my uncles, aunts, and cousins,
Icze, Sara‐Rywka, and Chaim‐Chaskel hy’’d

and all the relatives who were annihilated by the Nazi murderers.
May this serve as a symbolic headstone – for my holy and pure ones!
In deep tears, Hillel Monowicz, Buenos Aires

Our unforgettable, beloved parents:

Chaim and Basza Amsterdamer,
and their children
Ruchla, Tobiasz and Emanuel hy’’d,

who were murdered by the Nazi killers.
We commemorate [them] in the Memorial Book of the
destroyed Częstochowa Jewish Community.
Your children and brothers,

Joel and Leizer, Buenos Aires

May for eternal remembrance be immortalised in Sefer
Częstochowa the names of my dear parents:

Chaim‐Mojsze Aleksandrowicz
and Laja (née Zygelman),
[and] my beloved sisters

Rywka and Necha’le (from Krzepice),
who perished in the horrifying days of the Second World
War at the hands of the German murderers, may their
name be obliterated!
Your son and brother,
Ajzyk Aleksandrowicz, Buenos Aires

